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1 (a 1. nutrients added and product removed at a steady rate / AW;

2. (so) volume / named condition, kept, constant / at an optimum;

3. organism kept at, exponential / log, phase of growth; [2 max] 

(b)b) 1. at, low / 7.0, (carbon concentration) higher temperature causes increases in,
growth / dry mass; 

2. at, high / 14.0, (carbon concentration) higher temperature causes little or no change
in, growth / dry mass;

3. comparative  figures plus units; [3] 

(ii) carbon or nitrogen source
1. to produce, amino acids / proteins / enzymes;

2. to produce, nucleic acids / nucleotides / ATP / purines / pyrimidines / named
N-base;

3. chitin / building block, for cell wall;

carbon only 
4.. use in respiration;

5. to produce, carbohydrates / sugar / polysaccharide / glycogen / lipids; [3 max]

[Total: 8] 
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2 (a 1. ref. to vitamin A deficiency in, developing countries / named part of the world ;

2. rice, is a staple food / forms a major part of diet (in those countries) ;

3. increases vitamin A (in diet) ;

4. ref. prevention of blindness or reduces susceptibility to, diarrhoea, respiratory infections,
measles ; ora [2 max]

[2] 

[1] 

(b) (desaturases, are not limiting production because) phytoene does not accumulate ;

(so) desaturases are, functioning normally / converting phytoene to other compounds ;

or

GGDP, present in large amounts / accumulates / remains high ;

(so) phytoene synthase is, limiting / reducing conversion to phytoene ;

(c) (i) restriction (enzymes) ;

(ii) 1. (promoter required) to ensure expression of the (introduced) genes / AW ;

2. (suitable promoter) might not be present in the rice cells ;

3. (suitable promoter) might not be in the correct position relative to the introduced
genes ; [2 max] 

(iii) yes (no mark)

1. all rice cells contain the same crtl genes ;

2. only difference was the source of the psy genes ;

3. if crtl limiting there would be no difference in the carotene in each group ; [2 max] 

(d) 1. different base sequences (in the psy genes from different sources) ;

2. so different amino acid sequences, in the enzyme / in phytoene synthase ;

3. so different tertiary structure ;

4. could affect interaction with other components, e.g. cofactors ;

5.. AV ; e.g. refs to different protein synthesising machinery in the cells

ignore refs to active site and ability to bind with GGDP – must be able to do that as it
does it in daffodils [2 max] 
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3 

[2 max] 

[2]

(a) 1. higher yields / more crop survives ;
2. less need to use pesticides / crop pest-resistant ;
3. (reduced pesticide use) may benefit other organisms in the same environment ;
4. less risk of harm to humans, from spray drift / from pesticide residues on food ;
ignore refs to cost

(b) (eating Bt maize) reduces growth rate ;
0.6 compared to 0.7 / difference of 0.1 ;

(c) 1. experiments done in laboratory and not in the ecosystem / AW ;
2. predicts what could happen if Bt toxin conc. increases in the future ;
3. may not (normally) feed on pollen ; [2 max]

(d) 1. such results likely to have a negative effect on public perception (of GM crops) / AW ;
2. might reduce work for researchers in this area ;
3. might reduce income of companies (producing GM crops) ;
4. increased use of pesticides ; [1 max] 
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4 (a (i) 1

2

3 [2 max] 

(ii) 1

2

3

4 [2 max] 

(b) (i) 1

2

3

4 [2 max] 

(ii) 1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

change in, genetic material/DNA, (in cell) ; 

(therefore) change product of cell ; 

 during protein synthesis ;  

identification of transformed, cells/organisms ; 

 avoid use of antibiotics ;  

 easy to detect ;  

no known ill effect on GM organism ; 

reduces deficiency disease/AW ; 

 better quality food ;  

 assistance to developing nations/AW ;  

 cheap seed ; e.g. for golden rice  

high cost of GM seed ; 

too much power held by multinational companies ; 

 change to ecosystem ; e.g. hybridisation 

GM crops may be difficult to sell ; 

GM plant varieties may be genetically unstable ; 

no long term studies done on effects on human health ; 

reduction in biodiversity/outcompetes natural variety or species ; [2 max] 

[Total: 8] 
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5 (a (i) 1

2 

3 

4 

5 

anthers, versatile / loosely attached / attached at one point (to filaments) ; 

anthers / stamens / tassels / androecium, on long filaments / hang out (of flower) ; 

anthers / stamens / tassels / androecium, above leaves ; 

stigmas / silks, hang out (of flower) ; 

stigmas, large surface area / hairy / feathery / branched, (to catch pollen) ; [3 max] 

(ii) advantages
1 

2

3 

4

5 

genetic variation / more diverse gene pool / increased gene pool ; 

 increased heterozygosity ;  

less likely that harmful recessive alleles will be expressed ; 

 hybrid vigour / decreased inbreeding depression ; 

ability to respond to changing conditions / named example ; 
e.g. different environments / pests / disease / increased survival of offspring [3 max]

(b) (i) 1

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 A mass of fragments 

7 

8

cut DNA (into fragments) ; 

by, restriction enzymes / named enzyme ; 

place on (agarose) gel ; 

apply, current / p.d. / electricity ; 

fragments travel towards anode ; 

short fragments travel, further / faster, than long ones ;     

visualise DNA with UV light / other means of visualisation ; 

 AVP ; e.g. Southern blotting / described [4 max] 

(ii) 1 change to, primary structure / secondary structure / tertiary structure / folding / 3D 
shape ; 

2 

3 

4 

protein / enzyme, cannot carry out its normal function ; 

(could be an enzyme) that is essential for a metabolic pathway ; 

(could) control the expression of another gene / series of genes ; [2 max] 

(iii) 1 (only) one base / base pair / triplet, needs to change (for teosinte to become 
maize) ; 

2 

3 

4 

5 

idea that this could occur in a natural population of teosinte / mutation ; 

variant, looks different / easy to spot ; 

early farmers could have selected it to breed from ; 

no need for complex breeding programme ; [3 max]

[Total: 15] 
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